When the scale of the specified bogus vortex is smaller than that which can be resolved by the model,the assimilationmethodmay result in structuresthat do not completelyresemble observedstructuresin hurricanes. An exampleis the vertical motion field, which for a smallerscalevortex, tendsto be characterizedby upward motion at the center of the hurricane.An additional numericalexperimentindicatesthat a relatively larger vortex size assignment that allows for improved resolution of the vortex on a mesoscalegrid leads to a more realistic depiction of the vertical motion field and to significant improvementof the hurricanetrack forecast.
Finally, the bogusing methodology is further evaluatedby applying it to Hurricane Bonnie (1998) just prior to its rapid intensification.The bogus vortex improvesthe track and intensityforecastsfor Bonnie,but is not quite ableto capturethe correctrateof deepening. These resultsstressthe needto incorporateadditionalinformationfrom satellitesandaircraft. 
Introduction

1987; Mathur 1991).
A more advanced scheme has been proposed by Kurihara et al. (1993) 
By settingdVg/dr = 0, the radius of maximum winds is R,, = A qB and substitution back into ( A vertical profile is assumed for the wind information in order to extend the information to higher levels. Following Kurihara et al. (1993) , the vertical structure of the wind is specified by an empirical function F(cr) as follows: Zou et al. (1995) , Kuo et al. (1996) , and Zou and Xiao (2000).
Summary of Hurricane
Georges ( 
Evaluation of the variational bogus vortex scheme a. Experimental design
For the experiments, two horizontal grids are used, a fixed outer domain A, with a 36-km grid spacing, and a nested, movable inner mesh B with a 12-km grid spacing (Fig. 1 
In experiments 2 and 3, the surface wind is specified by the relationship in (2) A vortex flow is also generated above the surface for all experiments (e.g., Fig.4b ).
In order to show that the proposed scheme produces initial fields that realistically resemble three-dimensional structures of hurricanes, we show the distributions of the zonal wind, meridional wind, potential temperature, and the water vapor mixing ratio through the center of the vortex prior to assimilation (Ctrl, Fig. 3 ) and after assimilation (Exp. 3, Fig. 4 (Fig. 4a ) and a strong 13 tangentialcirculation (Fig. 4b) . Although only bogus sea-levelpressureand wind data were specified, the temperatureand moisture fields are also adjustedwith a warm core feature appearingduring the assimilationprocess. Similar featuresfor thesefields are found in Exp. 1
andExp. 2,but theamplitudesvary.
Significant differencesare seenbetweenthe experimentsin the vertical velocity fields (Fig. 5) . In the absenceof the bogus vortex, subsidence occurs in the area of the observed hurricanewith very weak upward motion at larger radii. With assimilation of the sea-level pressure dataonly (Exp. 1, Fig. 5b ),very strongupwardverticalmotion occursnearthehurricane center. This strong vertical motion decreaseswhen the wind data are introduced in the assimilation process(e.g., Exp. 3, Fig. 5d ). By assimilating wind data only, upward vertical motion appearsstrong only at upper levels. In eachcase,the strongestupward motionsoccur nearthe centerof the storm,unlike observedvertical motionsin hurricanesin which theupward motion is displacedfrom the centerin the form of an eyewall. This simulatedstructureresults from the factthat the 36-kmhorizontalgrid spacingis incapableof resolvingtheeyewallandeye (in this case,the distancebetweenone side of the eyewall,acrossthe eye, to the other sideis effectively threegrid points).While the initial vertical motionstructureis not fully adequate, the upwardmotionsobtainedfrom the forecaston the 12-kmgrid very rapidly shift away from the centerto form a realistic looking eyewall(not shown).Thus,aswill be shownin the next section, inadequacies in the initial verticalmotionsarenot necessarily detrimentalto the forecast.
2) Forecast Impacts Figure 6 shows the simulated tracks compared to the observed track of Oeorges. All of the simulations produce tracks that are to the right of the observed motion. The two cases for which bogus pressurefields are assimilated(Exp. 1 andExp. 3) showimproved skill over the controlsimulationandthecaseinvolving assimilatedsurfacewinds only (Exp.2). Experiments1
and3 providenearly a 30%improvementin the track forecast,but still lack a critical aspectof Georgesdevelopment--its direct interaction with the orography of Puerto Rico and the DominicanRepublic. Figure 7 showsthe temporalvariationsof the minimum sea-levelpressure(or hurricane centralpressure, Fig. 7a ) and maximumwinds at the lowestmodel level (Fig. 7b) . The results suggest significantimprovement in both the pressure andwind forecasts whenbogusvorticesare introduced into the initial conditions. However, there are marked differences between the experiments.In Exp. I, in which only bogus pressureinformation was used,a dramaticspin down of the stormoccurswithin the first 6 h of the forecast,after which the caseshowsonly marginalimprovement over thecontrol simulation.In Exp. 2, in which only bogussurfacewinds wereused,the wind forecastis quite reasonable, but the minimum pressuretime seriessuggests an inadequateadjustment of the initial pressurefield anda subsequent pressureforecastthat is often up to 10-20 hPa in error. Experiment 3, which uses both bogus pressureand wind information,providesthe bestforecast.The minimum centralpressureandmaximum winds are The improvement of the forecast obtained by using bogus pressure and wind information is demonstrated in Fig. 9 , which shows forecasted 6-h precipitation accumulation for the control case and Exp. 3. In the control simulation (Fig. 9a) , the vortex is weak and light precipitation covers a broad area to the north and east of the center. In Exp. 3 (Fig. 9b) , intense precipitation occurs on the eastern side of the vortex with much lighter precipitation on the western side. Outer convective bands are seen well to the east of the center. Figure 9c shows Fig. i0 compares the wind speed for experiments 3 and 5. In Exp. 3 (Fig. lOa) , the radius of maximum winds is small and the model is unable to resolve the weak horizontal motions that should be present in the eye. In contrast, in Exp. 5 (Fig. 10b) , the vortex is sufficiently large that the wind speed minimum in the eye is resolved.
Comparison of the vertical motions in Exp. 4 (Fig. 11 a) with Exp. 1 (Fig. 5b) shows that even with the larger vortex, assimilation of pressure information only leads to strong upward motion near the center. In contrast, Fig. 1 lb shows that assimilation of both pressure and wind information associated with the larger vortex results in weaker vertical motion. In Exp. 3 (Fig.   5d ), the upward motion was strongest near the center, which was attributed to inadequate horizontalresolution.In Exp. 5 (Fig. 1lb) Figure  15 shows the simulated tracks compared to the observed track of Bonnie. Without the bogus vortex, the control experiment shows significant errors in the initial position of the storm and a much too rapid movement to the northwest. Assimilation of the bogus information corrects the initial position error, reduces the subsequent track error, and even captures some of the slowing down of the storm late in the forecast period. Figure  16 shows the temporal variations of the minimum sea-level pressure (Fig. 16a) and maximum wind at the lowest model level (Fig. 16b) . Clearly, with assimilation of the bogus vortex, the simulation is better able to reproducethe reduction of the central pressureand increaseof surfacewind speed.However,the simulatedintensificationis slower thanobserved.
This resultsuggests that,in additionto possibledeficienciesin themodelphysics,the inability of the model to exactly capture the very rapid intensification of Bonnie may be the result of inadequacies in the synoptic-scale conditionsor the mesoscale structureof the initial vortex and highlights the potentialrole that satelliteremotely senseddatacan play in improvinghurricane forecasts.Assimilation of cloud and vapor tracked winds and precipitable water from geostationarysatellites may provide improvements to synoptic-scalefields while rainfall information from the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSMB) and Tropical Rainfall MeasuringMission (TRMM) satellitesoffer potentialimprovementsto mesoscale structure.
The contributionof thebogusvortex to the simulatedprecipitationis indicatedin Fig. 17 , which showsthe forecasted6-h accumulatedprecipitation at 2000 UTC 23 August (hour44 of the forecast)for the control caseandExp. 6. A correspondingradarreflectivity patternfor the period 1950-2018UTC from NOAA reconnaissance aircraft is shown in Fig. 17c . Both the control forecast and Exp. 6 develop heavy precipitation on the easternside of the storm, comparable to observations.In the control forecast, the heavy precipitation is located approximately2°of longitudeawayfrom the centerwhile for Exp. 6, the heavyprecipitationis within 1o longitudeof thecenter,in muchbetter agreement with observations.
Conclusions
The effectiveness of 4-D VAR techniques for creating "bogus" "-',--,.,..,.
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